
Hamgam Exam INTRO 4

1-Connect the words to their definitions:
Get back_____                   a) leave your bed
Get lost______                   b)go into a bus,train,plane or boat
Get on_______                   c)arrive in a place
Get to_______                    d)not no where you are
Get up_______                   e)return from somewhere to a place you were before

2-match the words to their meaning:
Compass                         you need this if you hurt yourself
Sleeping bag                   it gives light
First-aid kit                     this tells you which way to go, e.g north, south
Walking boots                 you lie down in this at night
Torch                               you wear this for a hike



3-complete the sentences with the words given. You may not need all of them.

Book-kind-ring-watch- letter-right-type

I’d like to make a cake for you because you’re so---- to me.
This is the best restaurant in the city, so I ………….. a table for us.
I will……. You after the class.
I think I need a need a new ……….. .this one  Is broken.

4-choose the correct form of these words to complete the sentences.

Have to - must

He ------------------ start paying more attention to the class if he wants to get a good score.

Do you --------------- do your homework now?

last night I ……………………  stay up all night and study.

Fortunately, we ……………………. Wash all these dishes now.

You know you ---------- speak Persian in the class.



5-complete the sentences with the verb in brackets. Use the present 
continuous.

Laura…………..(meet) her cousin for lunch next Monday.
We…………(take) our brother to the zoo next Tuesday.
Where…………..(she/go) after the class?
We……………(not do)anything this evening, so why don’t we  do something together?

6-complete the words in the sentences:
When your classroom is too hot, turn on a_ _c _ _ _ _t_ _ _ _ _ .
If rain comes into your house, perhaps there is a problem with the r_ _ _ .
When you need some clean clothes, use a w_ _ _ _ _ _ m_ _ _ _ _ _ .
When you need to go the first floor from the ground floor, walk up the s_ _ _ _ _ .
If it doesn’t rain tomorrow, we may have b _ _ _ _ c _ _ in the yard



7-complete the sentences with the words below. You may not need all of 
them

fan \ tournament \ puzzles \ card games \ prize\ mind \ player \ stadium

I watched all Liverpool’s game. I guess I am their biggest ________ .
The champions league ___________ will start in two week.
In order to play this __________, we need 4 players and two packs.
I heard an interesting __________ last night. I’m sure you can’t find the answer. 
The ___________ of the first team is 2 million $


